
ALAIYO BRADSHAW DRAWING/IMAGING

Preparation for final critique today:

vocabulary sheets
questions for critique 

I will provide you with a variety of different collage materials, papers, scissors, glue
You need to:
-bring sketchbook with 5 thumbnails of value compositions (the other two, totalling seven, are free form)
-bring all working materials for drawing, collage and digital aspects of all drawings for project
-bring in the 4 objects
-bring three printouts of the Pathfinder/Shapebuilder Illustrator portion of the value project. One for presentation, 
two to work on top of during class
-bring in the contour and positive/negative drawings so that you have all parts for the critique.
-this project is due by 4:00pm today when the formal wall critique will take place. Only people who are present, 
prepared and participate in the critique will receive credit and be allowed to make corrections and improvements 
to their projects for a higher grade.

STUDY VOCABULARY and apply to critique: RHYTHM, CONTRAST, BALANCE, SYMMETRY, CONTINU-
OUS, ORIENTATION/DIRECTION, PROXIMITY, SCALE, NUMBER, ALTERATION, REPETITION, PRO-
PORTION, AXIS, FOCAL POINT and CLOSURE, ALTERATION, DOMINANCE

Contour Drawing (part 1 of 3):  A contour is the line which defines a form or edge or  an outline. The contour de-
scribes the outermost edges of a form, as well as dramatic changes of plane within the form.
Positive-Negative Drawing (part 2 of 3):  Black background and white foreground are distributed equally. White sil-
houettes have shapes that are just as interesting as the black that frames them. 
Value (part 3 of 3): Two dimensional/flat value transitions. Tonal placement without rendering. (mixed media)
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Have computer with documents, sketchbook objects and all materials
(4 drawings) Contour, Positive/Negative, Value Illustrator and Value collage 
drawings

CRITIQUE QUESTIONS:
1. Overview of assignment
2. Reason for choosing objects and sculpture and history behind each
3. Compositional choices, how and why they changed
4. The materials used and why
5. Vocabulary application
6. The narrative behind your arrangement
7. What improved
8. What was learned
9. Problems faced
10. What changes will be made?

After finishing the value today place in google drive folder as:
value_your name_di_fall14.ai  (along with the pdf version)


